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Kanlux SONOR GU10 fitting 
with various lighting options.

 effect

unique

Kanlux SONOR GU10 
is a ceiling-mounted fitting 
with an additional LED strip.

The use of two separate light 
sources allows the lamp to offer 
three different lighting options.
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meet the 3 lighting options

Unique
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Gently warm 100 lm light, 
lit ceiling effect - the so-called 
lighting crown.

Ideal evening light 
or ideal for providing a small 
amount of light.

The plastic lampshade 
makes the light source 
invisible.

The fitting looks as if 
it was integrated, while 
the milky lampshade 
disperses light.

All fitting lighting options 
combined.

To ensure consistent light, 
we recommend using light 
sources with a colour 
temperature of 3000 K. 

LED strip is only on  PAR16 GU10 light source
        is only on

LED strip & PAR16 GU10 
light source are both on

We recommend using a double light switch for Kanlux SONOR GU10 fittings.kanlux.com

meet the 3 lighting options 
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24362

SONOR GU10 CO-B

24363

SONOR GU10 CO-W

Kanlux SONOR GU10

High quality. 
   Two standard 
                    colours.

unique
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Kanlux SONOR GU10
       is a fitting that 
provides perfect light
       regardless of the
              time of day
                  or night.
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       Kanlux 
       SONOR GU10

adapts to your 
everyday needs.
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    Kanlux 
    SONOR GU10 
        in public spaces 
      - bistros, coffee houses,
               stores, 
              hotel rooms.
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Kanlux SONOR GU10
SONOR GU10 CO-B 24362 black body

SONOR GU10 CO-W 24363 white body

Rated voltage[V]: 220-240 AC
Rated frequency [Hz]: 50
Appliance protection class: I
IP rating: 20

Lampshade material: plastic
Housing material: aluminium alloy

Light source: 
Output [W]: max 10W
Light source: PAR16
Base: GU10

LED strip: 
Output [W]: 4W
LED type: LED SMD
Luminous flux [lm]: 100
Colour temperature: 3000K (WW)
Colour rendering index Ra: ≥80
Lifespan [h]: 20 000
On/off cycles: ≥15 000 Ø100
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safe 
  packaging

The GU10 light source is not included.
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